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Thank you for participating with HealthyCT!   
 

Your provider/group is currently contracted with HealthyCT through your CSMS-IPA agreement.  However, as HealthyCT continues to 
grow and make strides in the commercial health insurance market, it will contract directly with all providers.   
 

To continue your participation, you’ll need to complete and sign a direct agreement with HealthyCT.  Please note, this does not 
change your affiliation with the CSMS-IPA or your enrollment in other payer collaborations. 
 

The CSMS-IPA has been a strong supporter of HealthyCT from its inception and will continue its collaboration with HealthyCT 
through this re-contracting effort.    
 

Enclosed, please find a HealthyCT Participating Group Agreement for your review and signature.  The signature on the agreement 
must be from an authorized representative of the group/practice. 
 

We’ve also included a list of current participating providers associated with your Tax Identification Number (TIN).  If this list is 
inaccurate or incomplete, please provide the updated information on the roster and complete the enclosed data form for each 
provider.  If multiple providers need to be added, you can attach the roster to your agreement rather than completing an Appendix 
A for each.  Please be sure to include their NPI, CAQH Identification Number and date of birth.  The providers to be added will need 
to go through the credentialing process, so please ensure all of the information in CAQH is up to date and accurate and give 
HealthyCT permission to access it. 
 

Please review the agreement, complete pages 1, 20 and 21, and return them with the provider roster and any provider data forms in 
the enclosed postage paid envelope or by fax or email as noted below within the next 30 days.  HealthyCT will provide a fully 
executed agreement for your records. 

Fax:  203-925-2652 
Email:  cagosto@csms-ipa.com 

 

It is important that you sign the enclosed HealthyCT Participating Provider Agreement to continue your participation with 
HealthyCT and avoid disruption to your patients.   
 

We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter and hope that you will complete and return these documents as we look 
forward to your continued participation and collaboration in providing high quality healthcare to the Connecticut residents. 
If you have any questions regarding the process, please contact Sandra Coppola at 203-562-7228 ext. 104 or email scoppola@csms-
ipa.com. Once again, HealthyCT appreciates having you as a partner in our mission to change healthcare in our state. 
 

Sincerely, 

   

Neysa Guerino      Maria Dwyer 
Executive Director     Director of Network Partnerships 
CSMS-IPA      HealthyCT  
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